February 1, 2013

TO: ALL POTENTIAL PROPOSERS

RE: RFP NO. 2503-13-36
“Professional Oyster Biology Services”

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

1. Q. I currently have what I believe to be the most updated version of the LAC, Subchapter B, OLACP requirements/rules dated November 2012. Are there currently any further guidelines to be followed? Protocols? Memorandum of Understanding? Who will make the determinations for study area, project area and direct impact area, LDNR or the contractor

   A. Exhibit A’s require certification by a professional land surveyor. The study area is dictated by the project boundary which will be provided by CPRA. Direct impacts are determined by the biologist after being provided the planned activities.

2. Q. Section 5.A.9 of the RFP requests an additional rate schedule be supplied to supplement the required rates. If there are additional staff classifications, can they be added to this attachment?

   A. No

3. Q. Also in Section 5.A.9. of the RFP with the $/day rates of the Equipment, does this need to be all inclusive of the vessel, staff and associated expenses of collecting data with each device per day? For example, the side-scan sonar has a fee of $500/day, but to collect data with the side-scan (personnel, vessel, other equipment expenses) has a fee of $2500/day. What number are you looking for?

   A. The example of sire scan sonar should include all associated costs (personnel, vessel, data processing, tow vehicle, etc.)